
WHY GQ-PAT?

THE LARGEST, MOST ACCURATE, AND TIMELIEST DATABASE 

UNIQUE FAMILY SEQUENCE

GQ-Pat now contains over 800,000 documents and 
over 340 million sequences, making it the single 
largest sequence database on the planet, nearly 
double the size of all of Genbank!

According to an independent study in the fall of 2014, 
the GQ-Pat database is 52% more accurate in its 
sequence annotation than the leading competitor and 
63% more timely in its publication of new documents.

GQ-Pat is built through a combination of automation 
and manual curation, utilizing dozens of data sources 
from across the globe.

GQ-Pat is divided into Gold+, and Platinum sectors. 
Gold+ contains both ST.25 and manually curated 
documents from around the world, excluding Brazil, 
Russia, China, India and other exotic authorities. Plati-
num augments Gold+ with these countries.

Often, the same sequence can be found more than 
once in a patent family. The Unique Family Sequence 
�eld is an ID that is the same for all identical sequences 
within a family. Using it, one can merge all identical 
sequences within GQ-Pat families. 

Uses and Bene�ts

Group by UFS can advantageously replace group by 
family, giving �ner grain resolution of unique hits 
within a family.

Break down a sequence’s status across authorities by 
summarizing all PNs, sequence location, legal status, and 
relevant dates for each UFS.

Decrease computation time by searching only against 
the UFS rather than every copy of the sequence.*

* coming soon

Because no search can be called comprehensive without this large and growing database, built to double 
search e�ciency by putting more information at the searcher’s �ngertips.

GENOMEQUEST’S IP SEQUENCE DATABASES

US PAIR
GQ-Pat now includes legal status information from US 
PAIR (Patent Application Information Retrieval). This 
content is updated once a month.
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EXTENDED LEGAL STATUS AND NATIONAL PHASE LEGAL STATUS

NORMALIZED ASSIGNEES AND PARENT COMPANIES

When doing searches for patents using GenomeQuest’s 
premier IP product you will be able to view legal status-
es beyond Granted and Application. Utilizing this legal 
status provides you with a more in depth view of the 
patent or application status, allowing you to make a 
more informed decision when it comes to freedom to 
operate and marketability of your sequence patent.

GenomeQuest also allows you to view the legal status 
by nation, or the so-called Legal Status National Phase. 
For example, perhaps the patent you are looking at 
simply states Revoked, but you do not know where that 
status of is applicable. National Phase will list legal 
status speci�cally by country.

Granted

Extended Legal Status Values

Pending

Expired

Lapsed

Revoked

Patent applications in a pre-grant or a pre-rejection stage

Granted patents in a post-decision stage

O�ce statuses such as lapsed, abandoned, withdrawn, or 
surrendered. Patent not in force.
Granted patents that have expired due to normal life of 
the patent cycle.
Patents or published applications not in force before the 
end of the normal term because of an o�ce action.

AU=GRANTED, CA=PENDING, CN=PENDING, DE=LAPSED, 
EP=PENDING, IN=PENDING, JP=PENDING, KR=PENDING, 
MX=PENDING, MY=PENDING, RU=PENDING, US=PENDING, 
WO=LAPSED

National Phase Legal Status

Sequences from these BRIC and exotic applications and patents, as well as the Extended Legal Status, the Legal Status 
National Phase, Unique Family Sequence, Normalized Patent Assignee, and Normalized Parent are available by upgrad-
ing to a Platinum seat for an additional charge.

For customers not interested in patents from emerging markets, GenomeQuest also provides a Gold+ seat, with U.S., 
WIPO, EPO, and Japanese non ST.25 docs, which also includes the Extended Legal Status, National Phase, Unique Family 
Sequence, and the normalizations on patent assignee and parent.

How do I get access to GQ-Pat Platinum?

GQ Life Sciences, Inc
711 Atlantic Ave, 4th Floor

Boston, MA 02111

Call +1 844 841 3059 or email sales@gqlifesciences.com

When searching patents the patent assignee �eld can be one of the most important. Many times confusion can be 
caused by multiple patent assignee names due to several forms of same assignee within publications, name chang-
es, or other data abnormalities.

GQ-Pat Platinum provides two �elds to address this chal-
lenge. The Normalized Patent Assignee �eld takes all the 
various versions of a single, speci�c patent publisher and 
displays a single unique assignee name, enabling �ltering, 
grouping, and sorting on the �eld. The Normalized Parent 
�eld determines the parent company, if any, relating to the 
patent assignee. For instance, a MedImmune patent would 
have the word “AstraZeneca” as its Normalized Parent, since 
they acquired MedImmune in 2007. Roughly 40% of the 
documents in GQ-Pat have such parents. 


